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Motech wins 1MWp solar energy contract 
from Taiwan state-run power firm 
Nuying Huang, Taipei; Adam Hwang, DIGITIMES [Thursday 18 December 2008] 

Motech Industries, a maker of crystalline silicon solar cells, has won a NT$200 million (US$6 million) contract from the state-run 
Taiwan Power Company (Taipower) for setting up a solar power generating system with an annual capacity of about 1MWp in 
southern Taiwan, according to industry sources.

Taipower plans to establish several solar power generating systems separately at its thermal power plants with total annual 
capacity of 10MWp by 2010, the sources indicated. Motech landed the contract for Taipower's second solar power generating 
system, with the first one with 1.5MWp to be set up by Delta Electronics, the sources pointed out.

Motech will be responsible for system design, procurement and installation of equipment, as well as maintenance after 
operation, the sources noted.

Motech has so far obtained about 200 projects of designing and/or establishing small-scale solar power generating systems, 
including one completed in Marshall Islands and another under construction in Palau, the sources said.

Related stories: 
 
Solar cell maker Motech sees November sales slide on falling solar cell prices (Dec 10) 
 
Taiwan market: Delta Electronics wins second big PV project (Nov 28) 
 
Solar cell maker Motech dismisses rumors of defaulted payments by China clients (Nov 13) 
 
Motech and E-Ton optimistic about 2009 solar business (Oct 22) 
 
Delta Electronics becomes first Taiwan maker of 100kW PV inverter (Oct 16) 
 
Taiwan government plans cooperation with China to boost Taiwan's solar energy industry (Sep 12) 
 
Motech secures additional polysilicon from DC Chemical (Aug 26) 
 
Motech new solar-cell capacity in China already fully booked (Jul 22) 
 
Motech solar cell capacity to reach 2GWp in 3-5 years (May 28) 
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